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digital services

WEBSITE & EMAIL
The average person will stay on your
website for less than 15 seconds,  so
you have to make an impression and
win them over almost instantly.
Having a website that is cohesive
and comprehensive is essential to
success.

Websites do more than just inform,
your customers, they can be used for
sales, bookings and community
building. Whatever it is your company
needs, we can help you create a
system that is functional, accessible
and on-brand. 

Being on-brand also applies to your
email. Given the option, customers
will opt for a company with a
corporate email address over a
public one (gmail, yahoo etc), all
else being equal. 

We  provide a total email solution
that can involve as much or as little
as you want. Need 50 separate
email addresses for your whole
team? Done! Have a decade of
business emails on a gmail account
and don't want to move them all, but
still want a corporate email? Sorted!

We cater to all business industries
and to business owners all levels of
technical know how, so whatever
your business and whatever your skill
set we have a solution for you. 

DOMAINS & HOSTING
Domains and hosting of websites
can be a tricky business, especially
when so many do it yourself services
un-couple their products in order to
profit.

We don't do that.

When you secure a domain with us,
we include everything that comes
with it: hosting, email, domains and
sub-domains and all of our servers
are UK based* meaning your data is
secure and protected under UK and
EU law. 

Even if you have a pre-existing
domain with a different provider we
can still provide additional services,
such as email and hosting. 

*see T&C's for more information.

APP DEVELOPMENT
Our app development focusses
primarily on in-house apps and
systems, generating streamlined
solutions for your business. File
management, inventory, CRM, or a
combination of them all. 

Our in-house apps are developed
from scratch so offer the fullest
range of features, integrations and
connectivity. 

Public use apps are available upon
consultation. 
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data services
DATA ANALYSIS

Business and data are ubiquitous. Where there is business there is data, and where there is
data there is space for business! A business' data can be an invaluable insight, but trying to
mine that information can be a challenge, especially if you're not sure what you're looking
for.

We employ a number of statistical procedures used by research scientists and
mathematicians as well as gold-standard qualitative research methods to extract valuable
insight into your business. This insight provides clarity and understanding, and can offer
guidance and direction on your future plans. 

Data isn't always just statistics however, psychology is a fundamental factor in consumer
behaviour, and we provide both consumer and occupational psychological  reviews to
foster stronger relationships with your customers and staff. 

FORECASTS & PREDICTIVES

The future is uncertain. Sometimes this is a good thing, and other times it is less so. 

If you are trying to make plans for the future then knowing what is likely to happen can be
crucial. Using your companies data as well as a wealth of public data we can help you
create forecasts and implement predictive measures to make sure you are one step ahead
of the game. 

COMMUNICATION & PRESENTATION

Your companies data can be a library of information just waiting to be explored, but unless
it is explained and communicated effectively then it is rendered moot. A professional and
persuasive presentation or report can have a huge impact on your audience, and so we do
that for you. 

Full presentations or reports that can be delivered through several platforms, complete with
presenter notes, breakdowns, sources, handouts and even timings if required. We can also
provide explainer videos with AI hosts or animations. We can also guide you through the
process should you want to record your own video with our presentations.  
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design services
SOCIAL MEDIA

Social media is a business must-have. Regardless of what your business is, you need to
have a social media presence, even if it is just a Facebook page. Creating content,
however, can be a full time job, and you already have one of those!

We offer a range of services to cover your social media needs, including content creation
and scheduled posting. Please note: we will not dance for your TikTok page - we will
happily record you and your team dancing though!  For optimum results, content from your
business' daily life should be mixed in to generated content. This may include setting up
cloud storage to keep files and photos in one place. 

We can also sell your products through social media giving you access to a much wider
market and potentially huge impact on your sales. 

PRINT & 
MARKETING

Social media may be king, but print
and physical marketing are a very
loyal queen. 

Whether it's letterheads, business
cards, posters and brochures or print
advertisements, we can create
something bespoke and on-brand
that will deliver your message directly
to your audience. 

But what good is an awesome ad if
you don't know where to place it? If
you're ready to cast a wider net, then
we can guide you on your options
and which are best suited to your
business. 

BRAND 
DEVELOPMENT

If you are still early in your journey
and your business is still a concept
and has no brand or identity, we can
build your brand around your
concept. Our brand development
services include themes and colour
schemes, logo designs and
variations and mission statements.
Included as standard is a complete
branding kit, which will include all of
the more technical details for use in
the future. 

Creating a strong brand identity is
integral to the contemporary
consumer market as brand loyalty is
shifting its foundations from product
quality to company values. 
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business support

RESEARCH &
REPORTING

Research can be one of the most time-
consuming aspects of business. There are
vast volumes of information available on
just about everything, and even once
you've found the information you are
looking for, how do you know if it's genuine
or trustworthy?

Our team is specially trained in research
and the legitimacy of information. We
have a range of fact-checking resources
in addition to a solid understanding of
critical reasoning, logical fallacies and
research biases. 

We pride ourselves on offering accessible
services so we deliver your research
reports at a level that matches your needs.
String theory explained to a 5 year old?
No problem! Engaging a FTSE 100 CEO
with your three year olds interpretative
dance of "The Very Hungry Caterpillar"?
Make sure you bring tickets to the show! 

VIRTUAL ASSISTANT

Sometimes you just need another pair of hands, but you are out of staff and going through
the procedure and expense of hiring someone new simply isn't viable. We have the solution. A
dedicated virtual assistant who can work completely independently on a range of tasks, with
no on-boarding costs. If you're business is located in Thanet then we can even arrange for
your assistant to work on your site!

DOCUMENT & FILE
MANAGEMENT

There are a lot of legal requirements
of your business' documents. Not only
are there security and privacy
requirements, but there are also a
number of retention policies in place.
Not to mention the fact that you and
your team need to access them
regularly. 

If you don't know your downloads
folder from your inbox, and if your
cloud drive looks like a scrapyard
dating back to 2005 then we will  sort
it for you. 

We will organise your emails, files and
folders, hard drives and cloud storage
and implement an accessible and
intuitive management system that will
give you complete control of your
documents.
Pairing this with our app development
service provides ultimate access to
everything all from one portal. 
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Cloud services

Printer on the blink? Computer stopped responding? Speakers on but no sound? 

Technology is a glorious thing, and it is the backbone to the modern world, well at least when it
works... Fortunately when it stops working, our IT support team are on hand to troubleshoot,
identify and remedy the situation. 

Depending on the system you use, who (if anyone) manages it, and physical set up of your IT
configuration there may be limits on what we can achieve virtually. If your business is based in
Thanet, then we can organise for our team to visit your site to investigate and remedy the cause
in person. 

Business is a data heavy activity. We are constantly sharing links, documents, images and
emails. All of this starts to take up space on your devices, and a congested hard drive can
have a negative impact on the longevity and effectiveness of your devices. 

A cloud storage system mitigates these issues by hosting the files on remote servers with
high level security and encryption and also grants global accessibility, meaning no more
crisis if you forget your laptop! 

Cloud storage isn't just for new files though. We can upload the contents of your entire
local storage system to the cloud, cutting your energy costs and with triple backups the risk
of ever losing a file is essentially zero.  

What if your "local storage system" is paper based? Do not despair. We can digitise all of
your files and upload them to the cloud for you. If there is no discernible system for your
files, then we will create one for you, and you provide you with a key so you know where to
find what you're looking for.  

it support
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Engagement

HOW TO ENGAGE OUR SERVICES

Reach out to us via our website or email hello@ApolloD3.com with your
contact details and brief explanation of what you are looking for.1.

4.

2.
We will get in touch as soon as possible to discuss your needs and work to
match our services accurately, and agree a solution. Depending on the
works we may provide a ballpark quote at this point. 

3. You will then receive a comprehensive proposal of the works we will
undertake with a final quote and full breakdown.

If you accept the proposed works we will begin work on the proposed start
date, and once they are complete you will be invoiced. If your project is
estimated to last more than one month you will be invoiced for the
proportion of the total cost. 

For example, if your project is estimated to take three months, you will be
invoiced one third of the total price each month. 

5.
If you have an on-going need for support then we offer a retainer service
which gives you priority on tasks, and money-off on unused hours. See
T&C's for full details. 
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Engagement

PRICE STRUCTURE

No up-front costs
No contracts or minimum durations
Zero mark up on our costs
Pay monthly
Cancel anytime
10% project cost buffer

If we quote a price for project and the real cost is up to 10% more than the
quote, we will absorb the difference at no expense to you. 

A one hour consultation
Comprehensive project proposal with full breakdown and costing
Regular updates and flexible re-prioritisation
Metrics and insights reports where available
Unlimited email support and contact.

Our main priority is to provide quality and impactful services to the small businesses of
Thanet, but it is imperative for us to ensure that our services are accessible to all. 
With this in mind, our pricing structure includes:

On top of a transparent and fair pricing structure we also include a free wrap-around
support service which includes:

Apollo D3 is dedicated to creating real change in our community by utilising
technology, so we offer discounted pricing if you are a community or social venture
(Charity, CIC, etc) or a start-up that is pre-trade or has been trading for less than
one year.
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Engagement
PRICING

Our pricing works in three principle ways, around your project, around your
budget or on a retainer. 

Projects:

Due to the diverse nature of the services we offer, it is impossible to provide fixed or guide 
 prices, a one page website is very different to a 10 page e-commerce site, for example. 

Our pricing is based on the time it will take to complete a project, and the skill level required to
undertake the task. We do not add any mark-up to our costs. 

You pay what we pay plus our labour. 
 

The quote in the proposal you receive will list a complete breakdown of costs, projected
timescales etc allowing you to make an informed choice. Our 10% project cost buffer means
that if project costs run up to 10% over the quoted cost then we will absorb that cost at no cost
to you. If we predict the project cost will run more than 10% over our quote we will get in touch
at the earliest opportunity to discuss the situation and make a new plan from there. 

Budgets:

If you have a project in mind but have an allocated budget, we will work with you to find the
best solution. Sometimes it is easy to get caught up on the hows of a project rather than the
whats, and so we will always focus on what your end-goal is, and work backwards from there.
Often times working this way allows us to find the most efficient solution resulting in a quicker
turn around without compensating on quality. 

Retainers:

In order to cater for more flexible requirements, we offer a retainer service which offers priority
access to services, and gives you money-back for any hours you do not utilise.  For more
information on what is counted as utilisation please see the T&C's. The retainer works on three
month durations, and you will be invoiced monthly dependent on usage. 

The retainer starts at just one day (10 hours) per month for three months, at a day rate of £150,
and for every hour you do not utilise you will receive a discount of 50% of the equivalent hourly
rate.
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Terms & Conditions
Terms and conditions can be downloaded here:

www.ApolloD3.com/Privacy
 

or requested by email at:
Hello@ApolloD3.com
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